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PROGRAM OUTCOMES( PO) 

The Graduates of the department will attain: 

POT: The undergraduate trainingin physics is aimed at providing the necessary inputs so 
as to set forth thetask of bringing about new and innovative ideas/concepts so that the 

formulatedmodel curricula in physics becomes in tune with the changing scenario 
andincorporate new and rapid. advancements and multi disciplinary skills, 

societalrelevance, global interface, self sustaining and supportive learning. 

PO2: The Thermodynamic &Statistical paper ia aimed at preparingthe background of 
thermodynamics & statistical physics essential for anyadvanced study of physics of 
condensed matter & radiations. The Optics& Wave and Acoustics paper is mainlyconcerned 
with a course on geometrical & physical optics & the laserphysics. It deals with important 
phenomenon like interference, diffraction& polarization with stress on the basic nature of 
light. It also introducesthe basics of laser physics with some of it's important applications. 

PO3:TheRelativity.quantum mechanics,atomicmolecular and nuclear physic paper is aimed 
at preparing the backgroundof modern physics which includes the relativistic & quantum 
ideas mainlyconcerned with atomic, molecular & nuclear physics. It consists anessential 
pre-requisite for better understandingof any branch of Physics. 
The Solidstate physics, solid state devices and electronics theory paperis mainly concened 
with Solid State Physics, Solid State Devices &Electronics. This course is quite inportant 
from the applicational aspects ofmodern electronic devices. It also forms the basis of 
advance electronicsincluding communication technology to be covered at higher levet 

* The Post graduates of the department will attain: 

PO1: The benefits ofcareer-oriented course can be extended to regular students. Education 
plays very vital in each and every person's life. 

PO2: An ability to design,simulate and conduct experiments, as well as to analyze nd 
interpretdata including hardware components. 

PO3: An ability to functionon multi-disciplinary teams. College 
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The Graduates of the departinent will attain: 

PSO3: Acquire 

PROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOMES ( PSO) 

PSO1: 1t is desire that undergraduate i.e. B.Sc..level besides grasping the basic concepts of 
physics shouldin addition have broàder vision. Therefore, they should be exposed to 
societalinterface of physics and role of physics in thejdevelopment of technologies. 

PSO2: Present course is aimedto provide ample khowledge of basics of physics which are 
relevant to theunderstanding of modern trends in higher physics.The experiments are 
basedmostly on the contents of theory papers so as to provide comprehensive insight of the 
subject. 

()A fundamental/systematic or coherent understanding of the academic field ofPhysics, its 
different learning areas and applications in basic Physicslike, Nuclear and Particle Physics, 
Condensed matter Physics,-Atomic andMolecular Physics,: Mathematical Physics, and its 
linkages with relateddisciplinary areas -subjects like Chemistry, Mathematics, Life 
sciences,Environmental sciences, Computer science, Information Technology. 

PS04: Skillsin areas related to one's specialization area within the disciplinary/subjectarea 
of Physics and current and emerging developments in the field of Physics. 

The Post graduates of th� department will attain: 

fundamentals. 

PSO1: The aim of college isto bYiñgthe quality 'educatiorn to the student in every aspect of 
life with viewand looking at the füture añd of the M.Sc. in Physics. 

PS02:Theability to analyze, design and implement application specific electronic systemfor 
complex circuit problems for analóg,digital domain, communications and signal processing 
applications by applyingthe knowledge of basi' sciences, Physical mathematics and physical 
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* The Post Graduates of the department will attain: 

CO1: Important mathenaticsused to understand physics at higher level is to know. 
Detailed study onmetrics, complex analysis, tterential equation, special functiou and 

Integraltransform has to be done.To understand the classical mecani 

generalisedcoordinate and analyse the prOblem in Langrangian and Hailonion 

formulationmethods. To know the various theorems that can be used to understand Ue 

higherdegree of knowledge in classical mechantcs. To understand advanced analvsis 

inelectrodvnamics and instrumentation used in research ield. To know theinnovative 

phenomenon in Plasma physics. To get the knowledge beyond diode and transistor of hacie 

electronics bystudying JFET, MOSFET, UJT, SCR, Diac and Triac like electronics componcuts. 
and devices. To 

Tounderstanding of optoelectronics änd 'related phenomenon 

getexperimental knowledge of basics in electronics devices 

CO2: To learn the Quantummechanics advanced to the graduate course by used new 

methods and symbolism inquantum mechanics. To study the Statistical physics with basic 

concept andmethod of formation of problems and phenomenon. To learn the 

advancedelectronics used in digital electronics like operational amplifiers, basiclogic design, 

microprocessors and their applications. To understand thenumerical analysis method and 

their use to analysis experimental data inphysics and. fitting of experimental data to the 
theoretical consideration. Toget :experimental knowledge of general propertics and 
electronics. 

CO3: To study the advancedQuantum mechanics method like variation method, WKB 
approximation, partial waveanalysis and time dependent perturbation and applications of 

tem in solvingcomplex problems. To learn atomic and molecular physics to understand 
thespectral behaviour of matter and-their theoretical. analysis. Detailed study ofvarious 

tineTunderstand thebasics of solid state effects related to spectra and their applications. 
physics, crystal structure, band formation in solids andtheir applications. To learn the basics 
phenomenon of superconductivity. 

CO4: To study theadvanced level of nuclear and particle physics and understanding of 
structureand phenomenon related. to hucleus. To understand the interaction of 
elementaryparticle and explain themtheoretically. To understand the basics of laser 
physics, different type of lasers andtheir applications. To study theadvanced level of solid 
state physics, dielectrics,. ferroelectrics, magneticmaterials and their types and different 
type of defects in crystallinemat�rials.To.study,the v¡rious type of digital communication 

theirmathematical analysi inntalknowledge. system and applications in, current age communication 
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systems. Tomake a major project to upgrade 


